To facilitate healing of shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand, we at Hands-On-Care now offer Laser Treatments.

The 904 Laser sends light (photons) to the injured tissues and stimulates healing and reduces pain instantly. No heat is generated
thus:

Treatments last for 5-10 minutes / extremity based on the
It is safe for use anywhere on the body except eyes.
severity of the condition/ symptoms. It may take up to 6It repairs and strengthens at a remarkably fast rate.
9 treatment sessions.
The treatment does NOT wear off like most medicines.
It increases your body's own healing power and enhances
that process.
The 904 super pulsed class IV Laser treatment not only helps
• If you don't reinjure the area, the pain should not return.
injured tissues and wounds heal faster, it also makes them
• The LaserStim emitter has an interactive
stronger and less vulnerable to re-injury.
neurostimulation device that helps identify probable
areas of treatments via TARGET Technology
Hands-On Care uses the Multi Radiance Technology™ which is the first of its kind to
combine the entire range of the therapeutic light spectrum and deliver therapeutic
energy in a synergistic manner. The syncing of the therapeutic wavelengths creates
an optimal environment that reinforces the effects of the individual wavelengths to
create the world’s most advanced pain relieving modality.
This FDA cleared the device to provide an effective non-surgical, drug-free
treatment option. It features a unique combination of radiances that work
synergistically for optimal pain relief and healing. The MR4 includes the patented
LaserSweep technology which creates a constantly changing frequency to scan the
selected target tissue from superficial to deep. This prevents biological adaptation
to treatment for maximum impact. The MR4 excels where most laser devices fall
short. It delivers higher peak power yet is safe without the risk of thermal damage found with class IV lasers.
•
•
•
•

Synergistic Effect of MRM therapy provides benefits of light therapy and neurostimulation, identifying optimal treatment
sites, and provides highly targeted treatment where photons need to be delivered and electro-stimulation needs to be
applied.

So for faster wound healing, reducing pain and inflammation from tendonitis, or other injuries, try laser for your patients for a
faster recovery.
Requires approval of workers comp. Private and Medicare patients can buy the package.
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